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Abstract: V. Kokilavani and P. Basker in [16] introduced the concepts
of MXαδ-closed sets in M -structures. In this paper we introduce MXαδ-

continuous, MXαδ-irresolute and MXαδ
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〉
. Further, we derive some prop-
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1. Introduction

In 1950, H. Maki, J. Umehara and T. Noiri [3] introduced the notions of mini-
mal structure and minimal space. Also they introduced the notion of mX-open
set and mX-closed set and characterize those sets using mX-cl and mX-int op-
erators respectively. Further they introduced m-continuous functions [11] and
studied some of its basic properties. They achieved many important results
compatible by the general topology case. Some other results about minimal
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spaces can be found in [4-11]. For easy understanding of the material incorpo-
rated in this paper we recall some basic definitions. For details on the following
notions we refer to [4], [3] and [7].

The notion of MXαδ-closed set was introduced and studied by V.Kokilavani
and P. Basker [13]. In this paper we introduce MXαδ -continuous, MXαδ-

irresolute and MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
. Further, We obtain some characterizations and

some properties.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce theM -structure and define some important subsets
associated to the M -structure and the relation between them.

Definition 2.1. (see [3]) Let X be a nonempty set and let mX ⊆ P (X),
where P (X) denote the power set of X. Where mX is an M -structure (or a
minimal structure) on X, if ϕ and X belong to mX .

The members of the minimal structure mX are called mX -open sets, and
the pair (X, mX) is called an m-space. The complement of mX-open set is
said to be mX-closed.

Definition 2.2. (see [3]) Let X be a nonempty set and mX an M -structure
on X. For a subset A of X, mX-closure of A and mX-interior of A are defined
as follows:

• mXCl(A) =
⋂

{F : A ⊆ F, X − F ∈ mX}

• mXInt(A) =
⋃

{F : U ⊆ A, U ∈ mX}

Lemma 2.3. (see [3]) Let X be a nonempty set and mX an M -structure
on X. For subsets A and B of X, the following properties hold:

1. mXCl(X −A) = X −mXInt(A) and mXInt(X −A) = X −mXCl(A).

2. IfX−A ∈ mX , thenmXCl(A) = A and if A ∈ mX then mXInt(A) = A.

3. mXCl(ϕ) = ϕ , mXCl(X) = X, mXInt(ϕ) = ϕ and mXInt(X) = X

4. If A ⊆ B then mXCl(A) ⊆ mXCl(B) and mXInt(A) ⊆ mXInt(B).

5. A ⊆ mXCl(A) and mXInt(A) ⊆ A.

6. mXCl(mXCl(A)) = mXCl(A) and mXInt(mXInt(A)) = mXInt(A).
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7. mXInt(A∩B) = (mXInt(A))∩(mXInt(B)) and (mXInt(A))∪(mXInt(B))
⊆ mXInt(A ∪B).

8. mXCl(A∪B) = (mXCl(A))∪(mXCl(B)) andmXCl(A∩B) ⊆ (mXCl(A))
∩(mXCl(B)).

Lemma 2.4. (see [7]) Let (X, mX) be an m-space and A a subset of X.
Then x ∈ mXCl(A) if and only if U ∩A 6= ϕ for every U ∈ mX containing x.

Definition 2.5. (see [10]) A minimal structure mX on a nonempty set X
is said to have the property B if the union of any family of subsets belonging
to mX belongs to mX .

Remark 2.6. A minimal structure mX with the property B coincides with
a generalized topology on the sense of Lugojan.

Lemma 2.7. (see [5]) Let X be a nonempty set and mX an M -structure
on X satisfying the property B. For a subset A of X, the following property
hold:

1. A ∈ mX iff mXInt(A) = A

2. A ∈ mX iff mXCl(A) = A

3. mXInt(A) ∈ mX and mXCl(A) ∈ mX .

3. MXαδ-Closed Sets

Definition 3.1 (see [16]) A subset A of an m-space (X, mX) is called

• mXα-open set if A ⊆ mXInt(mXCl(mXInt(A)))

• mX α-closed set if mXCl(mXInt(mXCl(A))) ⊆ A.

• mX-regular open set if A = mXInt(mXCl(A)).

The mXδ-interior of a subset is the union of all mX-regular open set of X
contained in A and is denoted by mXIntδ(A). The subset A is called mXδ-open
if A = mXIntδ(A), i.e., a set is mXδ-open if it is the union of regular open
sets. the complement of a mXδ-open is called mXδ-closed. Alternatively, a set
A ⊆ (X, mX) is called mXδ-closed if A = mXClδ(A). Here

mXClδ(A) =
{
x/x ∈ U ∈⇒ mXInt(mXCl(A)

⋂
A 6= ϕ

}
.
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Definition 3.2 (see [16]) A subset A of an m-space (X, mX) is called an

• mXαg-closed set if mXαcl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is mXα-open
in (X, mX).

• MXαδ-closed set if mXClδ(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is mXαg-open
in (X, mX).

Example 3.3 (see [16]) Let X = {a, b, c}. DefineM -structure onX as fol-
lows: mX = {ϕ, X, {a}}. Then mXα-open= {ϕ, X, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c}} ,
mXδ-open = {ϕ, X} ,mXαg-open= {ϕ, X, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c}} andMXαδ =
{ϕ, X, {a}}.

Example 3.4 (see [16]) Let X = {a, b, c}. Define M -structure on X as
follows:
mX = {ϕ, X, {a} , {a, b}} . ThenmXα-open= {ϕ, X, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c}},
mXαg-open= {ϕ, X, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c}} and MXαδ = {ϕ, X, {a}}.

4. Properties of MXαδ

〈
H̃

〉

Definition 4.1. A function f : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is called

• MXαδ-continuous if f−1(V ) is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX) for every mX-
closed set V of (Y, mY ).,

• MXαδ-irresolute if f−1(V ) is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX) for every MXαδ-
closed set V of (Y, mY ).

Definition 4.2. A function f : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is called MXαδ-

homeomorphism (briefly. MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
) if both f and f−1 are MXαδ-irresolute

and f is bijective.

Lemma 4.3. Let B ⊆ H ⊆ (X, mX) and let mX/H be the relative
m-spaces of H.

1. If B is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX), then B is MXαδ-closed relative to H.

2. If B is MXαδ-closed in a subspace (H, mX/H) and if H is clopen in
(X, mX).
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Note that a subset H of m-space (X, mX) is MXαδ-clopen if and only if
H is open and MXαδ-closed. We prepare some notations. Let f : X −→ Y be
a function and H a subset of (X, mX). Let f/H : H −→ Y be the restriction
of f to H. We define a function r(H,K(f)) : H −→ K by r(H,K(f))(x) = f(x)
for any x ∈ H, where K = f(H). Then, f/H = j ◦ r(H,K(f)) holds, where
j : K −→ Y is an inclusion.

Theorem 4.4. Let H and K be subset of (X, mX) and (Y, mY ) respec-
tively.

1. If f : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is MXαδ-irresolute and if H is a MXαδ-
clopen subset of (X, mX), then the restriction f/H : (H, mX/H) −→
(Y, mY ) is MXαδ-irresolute.

2. Suppose that K is a MXαδ-clopen subset of (Y, mY ). A function K :
(X, mX) −→ (K, mY /K) is MXαδ -irresolute if and only if j◦k:(X, mX)
−→ (Y, mY ) is MXαδ-irresolute, where j : (K, mY /K) −→ (Y, mY ) is
an inclusion.

3. If f : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is a MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
such that f(H) = K and K

are MXαδ-clopen subset, then r(H,K(f)) : (H, mX/H) −→ (K, mY /H)

is also MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
.

Proof. (a) Let F be a MXαδ-closed set of (Y, mY ). Since f is MXαδ-
irresolute, (f/H)−1 = f−1∩H, H isMXαδ-closed, (f/H)−1(F ) isMXαδ-closed
in (H, mX/H) by Lemma 3.3(a). Therefore f/H is MXαδ-irresolute.

(b) Necessity: Let F be aMXαδ-closed set of (Y, mY ). Then (j◦k)−1(F ) =
k−1(j−1(F )) = k−1(F ∩H) is a MXαδ-closed in (K, mY /K) by Lemma 3.3(a).
Therefore j ◦ k:(X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is MXαδ-irresolute.

Sufficiency: Let V be a MXαδ-closed set of (K,mY /K). By Lemma 3.3(b),
(j ◦ k)−1(V ) = k−1(j−1(V )) = k−1(F ∩ V ) = k−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed in
(X, mX). Therefore k is MXαδ-irresolute.

(c) First, it suffices to prove r(H,K(f)) : (H, mX/H) −→ (K, σ/K) is
MXαδ-irresolute. Let F be a MXαδ-closed subset of

(Y, mY ).(j ◦ r(H,K(f)))
−1(F ) = (f/H)−1(F ) = (f/H)−1(F ∩K)

= f−1(F ∩K) = f−1(F ) ∩K

is MXαδ-closed in (H, mX/H) and hence j ◦ r(H,K(f)) is MXαδ-irresolute. By
(b) r(H,K(f)) is MXαδ-irresolute.
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Next we show that (r(H,K(f)))
−1 : (K, mY /K) −→ (H, mX/H) is MXαδ-

irresolute. Since (r(H,K(f)))
−1 = r(H,K(f−1)) and since f−1 is MXαδ-irresolute,

then using the first argument above for f−1 we have (r(H,K(f)))
−1 is MXαδ-

irresolute. Therefore r(H,K(f)) is a MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
. By using Theorem 3.4, for a

MXαδ-clopen subset H of (X, mX), we have a homomorphism called restric-

tion (rH)⋆ : MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX) −→ MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(H,mX/H) as follows:

(rH)⋆(f) = r(H,K(f)) for any f ∈ MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX). To prove that (rH)⋆

is onto we prepare the following:

Lemma 4.5. (Pasting Lemma forMXαδ-Irresolute Functions) Let (X, mX)
be a m-space such that X = A ∪B where A and B are MXαδ-clopen subsets.
Let f : (A, mX/A) −→ (Y, mY ) and g : (B, mX/B) −→ (Y, mY ) be MXαδ-
irresolute functions such that f(x) = g(x) for every X ∈ A

⋂
B. Then the

combination f∇g(x) = f(x) for any x ∈ A and f∇g(y) = g(y) for any y ∈ B.

Proof. Let F be MXαδ-closed set of (Y, mY ). Then (f∇g)−1(F ) =
f−1(F )

⋃
g−1(F ),

f−1(F ) ∈ MXαδC(X, mX) by using Lemma. It follows from Theorem 3.17 [2]
that f−1(F )

⋃
g−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX). Therefore (f∇g)−1(F ) is

MXαδ-closed in (X, mX) and hence f∇g is MXαδ-irresolute.

Theorem 4.6. If H is a MXαδ-clopen subset of (X, mX), then (rH)⋆ :

MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X,H; mX) −→ MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(H, mX/H) is an onto homomor-

phism.

Proof. Let k ∈ MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, mX/H) . By Theorem 4.4, J1 ◦ k :

(H, mX/H) −→ (X,mX ) is MXαδ-irresolute, where J1 : (H, mX/H) −→
(X, mX) is an inclusion. Similarly it is shown that J2◦lX/H : (X/H, mX(X/H))
−→ (X, mX) is MXαδ-irresolute, where J2 : (X/H, mX(X/H)) −→ (X, mX)
is an inclusion.

By using Lemma 4.5, the combination (J1 ◦ k)∇(J2 ◦ lX/H) : (X, mX) −→
(X, mX), say k1 is MXαδ-irresolute. It is easily shown that k1(x) = k(x) for
any x ∈ H and k1 is bijective and k−1

1 = (J1 ◦ k
−1)∇(J2 ◦ lX/H) : (X, mX) −→

(X, mX) is also MXαδ-irresolute. Therefore k1 : (X, mX) −→ (X, mX) is the

required MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
and (rH)⋆(k1) = k holds and hence (rH)⋆ is onto.

We define an equivalence relation R on MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X,H; mX) as follows:

fRh if and only if f(x) = h(x) for any x ∈ H. Let [f ] be the equivalence class

of f . Let H =
{
f/f ∈ MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX) and f(x) = x for any x ∈ H.
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Then, H = ker(rH)⋆ and this is normal subgroup of MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX).

The factor group of MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX) by H is

MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX)/H =

{
fH/f ∈ MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX)

}
,

where fH = {µ(f, k)/k ∈ H} = [f ] . Since (rH)⋆ is onto by Theorem 3.6,

then the relation between the groups MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(X, H; mX) is investigated

as follows:

Theorem 4.7. If H is MXαδ-clopen subset of (X, mX), then

MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, mX/H)

is isomorphic to the factor group MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, H; mX)/H.

Proof. By Theorem,

(rH)⋆ : MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, H; mX) −→ MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(H, mX/H)

is an onto homomorphism. Thus, we have the required isomorphism,

MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, τ/H) ∼= MXαδ

〈
H̃
〉
(H, H; mX)/H.

Theorem 4.8. If α : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is a MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉

such that

α(H) = K, then there is an isomorphism, α⋆ : MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, H; mX) −→

MXαδ
〈
H̃
〉
(H, H; mX).

Proof. The isomorphism α⋆ is defined by α⋆(f) = α ◦ f ◦ α−1. Let
(X/R, mX/R) be the quotient m-space of (X, mX) by an equivalence relation
R on X and let π : (X, mX) −→(X/R, mX/R) be the canonical projection.

Definition 4.9. A space (X,mX) is called MXαδ-connected if X cannot
be expressed as the disjoint union of two non-empty MXαδ-closed sets.

Definition 4.10. A function f : (X, mX) −→ (Y, mY ) is called MXαδ-
closed if f(F ) is MXαδ-closed in (Y, mY ) for every closed set F of (X, mX).

Definition 4.11. A space (X, mX) is called ⋆T ⋆MXαδ-space if everyMXαδ-
closed set is mX-closed.
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Theorem 4.12. Let F be a subset of (X/R, mX/R). If

π : (X, mX) −→ (X/R, mX/R)

is MXαδ-closed function and π−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX), then F is
MXαδ-closed, where (X, mX) is a ⋆T ⋆MXαδ-space.

Proof. Let π−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed in (X, mX). Then π−1(F ) is closed in
(X, mX), since (X, mX) is ⋆T ⋆MXαδ-space. Then π(π−1(F )) = F is MXαδ-
closed in (X/R, mX/R), since π is a MXαδ-closed map.

Theorem 4.13. If π : (X, mX) −→(X/R, mX/R) is MXαδ-continuous
and the subset F is MXαδ-closed (X/R, mX/R), then π−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed
in (X, mX).

Proof. Let F be a closed set in (X/R, mX/R). Then F is MXαδ-closed in
(X/R, mX/R). Since π is MXαδ-continuous, Then π−1(F ) is MXαδ-closed in
(X, mX).

Theorem 4.14. If the bijective map π : (X, mX) −→(X/R, mX/R) is
MXαδ-continuous and (X, mX) is MXαδ-connected, then (X/R, mX/R) is
MXαδ-connected.

Proof. Suppose that (X/R, mX/R) is not MXαδ-connected. Therefore
X/R = A∪B, where A and B are MXαδ-closed set. Then π−1(A) and π−1(B)
are MXαδ-closed in (X, mX) such that X = π−1(A) ∪ π−1(B). Therefore
(X, mX) is notMXαδ-connected. It is a contradiction. Therefore (X/R, mX/R)
is MXαδ-connected.
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